Rome

The eternal city of Rome is perfect for a winter short break – with a lovely southern climate, no crowds and a wealth of sightseeing opportunities that reflect the city’s amazing history, particularly from its time as head of the vast Roman empire and Catholic Church – Roman relics such as the Colosseum, Forum and Pantheon and a vast array of churches such as St Peter’s at the Vatican, Santa Maria Maggiore and San Giovanni in Laterano, the official cathedral church of Rome. There are wonderful squares, atmospheric neighbourhoods, such as Piazza Navona and the Spanish Steps and museums too – the Sistine Chapel is one of the artistic marvels of the world. And don’t forget to throw a coin into the Trevi Fountains – legend maintains that it means you will return!

Opportunities for sightseeing tours are almost endless – a panoramic tour of the whole city, a walking tour of the ancient centre, the Catacombs (close to our hotel), or an excursion out to the Abbey of Montecassino and the Commonwealth and American war graves, the lovely wine town of Frascati, Tivoli, famous for its sumptuous villas and gardens, particularly Hadrian’s Villa and the Villa D’Este or Ostia Antica, ancient Rome’s river port.

Our three-night trip is phenomenonal value and includes return flights to Rome, airport transfers and three nights’ accommodation at the comfortable three-star Romoli Hotel, located in the ancient Appia area within easy reach by metro, bus or taxi of the city centre.

Where we stay
The three-star Romoli Hotel is located in the Appia area of the city, about 15-20 minutes from the city centre. Recently renovated, friendly and family-owned it offers comfortable bedrooms with all modern amenities and a small bar/lounge.

Included in the price
- Return scheduled flights
- Three nights accommodation on bed and breakfast basis at the three-star Romoli Hotel, based on shared occupancy of a twin room
- Return coach transfers from Rome Airport to the hotel

Subject to flight/hotel availability. Price based on 40 passengers.

We can tailor-make all tours to your group’s specification - from travel options to hotel selection, itineraries etc - please contact groups@traveleditions.co.uk to discuss your requirements. We can also supply personalised flyers and assist with any marketing to your group. This is just one of many different holidays available with Travel Editions Group Travel.
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